
   

  

Kindergarten   Learning   Plan   
Week   4   

Teacher   contact   emails:   

Mrs   Dravec:    michelle.gorgioski1@det.nsw.edu.au   
Mrs   Fawcett:    kim.pincham2@det.nsw.edu.au   
Miss   Zivanovic:    violeta.zivanovic@det.nsw.edu.au   

Attendance:  
Sign   into   Classdojo.     
View   the   daily   message   sent   to   you   by   your   teacher   (9am).   
Respond   to   the   daily   question   by   writing   your   response   in   the   comment   section   under   the   video.    

Soundwaves:   

Go   to    www.soundwaveskids.com.au    and   sign   in   with   your   password:    your262   
  

Click   on                                         and   click   on   the   corresponding   sound.   
  

Complete   the   assigned   activities   listed   on   the   daily   plan.     
  

📷    Sharing   work   with   your   teacher:   

Each   day   we   will   have   indicated   an   activity   that   we   would   like   for   you   to   share   with   your   teacher.     
Please   share   your   work   via   Classdojo   or   email.   Your   teacher   will   provide   you   with   written   feedback   on   your   work.     

Merit   awards   

Each   week   we   will   be   presenting   2   merit   awards   to   students.   Awards   will   be   announced   every   Friday   
via   classdojo.     

Public   Speaking   Competition:   

Every   student   in   Kindergarten   will   be   participating   in   Mount   Pritchard’s   Public   Speaking   Competition   which   will   
take   place   later   in   Term   3.     We   will   be   conducting   class   competitions   when   we   return   back   to   school.     

We   kindly   ask   that   you   encourage   and   help   your   child   prepare   a   speech   during   this   time   in   lock   down.   Please   see   
the   accompanying   sheets   for   further   information   about   timing,   topics   and   tips.    If   you   have   any   questions,   please   
do   not   hesitate   to   ask   your   teacher.   

http://www.soundwaveskids.com.au/


  
  



  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Monday   -   2nd   August  

  

Morning   -   English   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Reading     
● Independent   Reading   20   mins   
● Use   your   own   book   or   log   in   to   PM   Readers   and   read   one   that   has   been   assigned   to   you.   Draw   a   picture   showing   what   happened   at   the   

beginning,   middle   and   end   of   the   story.   
● Complete   the   assigned    Reading   Eggs    activity   -   “ What’s   in   the   

Lake?”   
  

Task   2   -   Phonics   
Today’s   sound   is   ‘k   c    ck’    (crazy   kites   k,   k,   k.)     Practise   writing   the   
letters   both   as   a   capital   and   a   lowercase.   
Soundwaves   online   Activities:   

● Match   Up   (Word   Beginning   and   Endings)   
● Match   Up   (Pictures   to   Words   1)   

  
Task   3   -   Writing   
Using   the   picture   prompt.   Write   all   of   the   things   you   can   see   in   the   
picture   that   make   today’s   focus   sound   k,   c,   ck     
( Crazy   Kites   k,   k,   k.)     Choose   one   thing   to   write   a   sentence   
about.   

FITNESS   BREAK   -   30mins   of   outdoor   activity     

Middle   -   Maths   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   –   Number   of   the   Day   
Make   a   poster   about   the   number    12 .   How   many   different   ways   can   you   represent   the   number?   Think   
about   dice,   Ten   frames,   numbers,   words.   The   possibilities   are   endless.   Be   as   creative   as   you   can.     

  
Task   2   -   Mathseeds        www.mathseeds.com.au   
Complete   20mins   of   Mathseeds   

Task   3   -   3D   Object   Hunt   
We   know   that   2D   shapes   are   flat   and   only   have   2   dimensions   -   length   and   width   (circle,   square,   rectangle,   triangle.)     
  

This   term   we   will   be   learning   about    3D   objects ,   which   have   3   dimensions   -   length,   width,   height.    They   are   solid   objects   that   can   be   held.   
Below   are   examples   of   3D   objects.   

● Listen   to   the   song:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A   
● Search   for   3D   objects   in   your   house   and   take   photos   of   them!    Remember,   it   is   a   3D   object   if   it   is   solid   and   you   can   hold   it!   (Some   

3D   objects,   like   a   refrigerator,   might   be   too   heavy   for   you   to   hold.)   

LUNCH   BREAK   

Afternoon   -   Science   (30mins)   

Push   and   Pull    📷   
If   you   can   click   on   this   link   to   watch   a   quick   video   on   toys   and   how   they   move    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnFvVeQkuis&t=765s     Go   
around   the   house   and   find   things   that   you   need   to   pull   and   push   to   make   them   move   eg.   toys,   pull   a   handle   to   open   a   drawer,   push   a   pram   
to   make   it   go   forward.   
Draw   pictures   under   the   headings   “push”   “pull”   
  

http://www.mathseeds.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnFvVeQkuis&t=765s


  
Tuesday-   3rd   August   

  
  

  

Morning   -   English   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Reading     
● Independent   Reading   20   mins   
● Use   your   own   book   or   log   in   to   PM   Readers   and   read   one   that   has   been   assigned   to   you.   Draw   a   picture   showing   what   happened   at   the   

beginning,   middle   and   end   of   the   story.   
● Complete   the   assigned    Reading   Eggs    activity   -   “ A   Royal   Picnic”   
  

Task   2   -   Phonics   
Today’s   sound   is   ‘k   c    ck’    (crazy   kites   k,   k,   k.)    Practise   writing   the   letters   both   as   a   capital   and   a   lowercase.   
Soundwaves   online   Activities:   

● Match   Up   (Pictures   to   Words   2)   
● Unjumbler   

  
Task   3   -   Writing    📷   
● Using   the   picture   prompt.   Ask   your   parents   to   read   the   matching   sentence   and   try   to   write   it.   Don’t   

forget   to   say   the   words   out   loud   and   segment   them   –   writing   all   the   sounds   you   can   hear.   

  
The   duck   is   sitting   on   the   log.   He   is   enjoying   the   sun   on   his   back.   

FITNESS   BREAK   

Middle   -   Maths   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   –   Number   of   the   Day   
Make   a   poster   about   the   number    9 .   How   many   different   ways   can   you   represent   the   number?   Think   
about   dice,   Ten   frames,   numbers,   words.   The   possibilities   are   endless.   Be   as   creative   as   you   can.     

  
Task   2   -   Mathseeds        www.mathseeds.com.au   
Complete   20mins   of   Mathseeds   

Task   3   -   3D   Object   Sorting   
● Find   3D   objects   around   your   house   and   sort   them   according   to   

their   shape.   
● Draw   and   write   the   name   of   the   objects   underneath   the   

appropriate   headings.   

  

  

LUNCH   BREAK   

Afternoon   -   Creative   Arts   (30mins)   
  

Draw   a   picture   of   a   duck.   You   can   click   on   the   youtube   video   to   do   a   directed   drawing,   or   you   can   do   your   own.   
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jx1sbdb9t5E     

http://www.mathseeds.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jx1sbdb9t5E


Wednesday   -   4th   August   

Morning   -   English   (1hr)   
Task   1   -   Reading     

● Independent   Reading   20   mins   
● Use   your   own   book   or   log   in   to   PM   Readers   and   read   one   that   has   been   assigned   to   you.   Draw   a   picture   showing   what   happened   

at   the   beginning,   middle   and   end   of   the   story.   
● Complete   the   assigned    Reading   Eggs    activity   -   “ The   Shining   Knight”   

  
Task   2   -   Phonic   
● Today’s   sound   is     ‘ng’   (ring   on   a   finger   ng,   ng,   ng.)    Practise   writing   the   letters   both   

as   a   capital   and   a   lowercase.   
● Soundwaves   online   activities:   

● Match   Up   (Word   Beginning   and   Endings)   
● Match   Up   (Pictures   to   Words   1)   

  
Task   3   -   Writing    📷     
● Using   the   picture   prompt.   Write   about   what   is   happening   in   the   picture   eg.   What   

animal   is   in   the   picture?   What   is   it   doing?.   Don’t   forget   to   say   the   words   out   loud   and   
segment   them   –   writing   all   the   sounds   you   can   hear.   

FITNESS   BREAK   

Middle   -   Maths   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Number   of   the   Day     
● Make   a   poster   about   the   number    16    .   How   many   different   ways   can   you   represent   the   number?   

Think   about   dice,   ten   frames,numbers,   words.   The   possibilities   are   endless.   Be    as   creative   as   
you   can.     

Task   2   -   Mathseeds       www.mathseeds.com.au     
● Complete   20mins   of   Mathseeds   

Task   3   -      3D   Objects   and   their   Properties   
3D   shapes   are   often   classified   according   to   the   number   of    faces,   edges    and    vertices    each   shape   has.     

Find   a   range   of   3D   objects   in   your   household   and   see   if   you   can   find   the   number   of   faces,   edges   and   vertices.   You   can   record   your   
information   in   a   similar   table   to   the   picture   below.     

  

  

  

  

LUNCH   BREAK   

Afternoon   -    Allied   Health   Partnerships   -   Speech   Therapy    (30mins)   
Size   Scavenger   Hunt   
● Think   of   some   other   words   for   big   and   small.   
● Ask   an   adult   to   read   you   the   2   new   target   words   for   big   and   small   to   be   used   

in   the   activity   (large   and   huge,   and   tiny   and   little).   Repeat   the   words   each   
time   the   adult   says   them.     

● Now   it   is   time   to   go   on   a   scavenger   hunt!   
● Describe   the   size   of   different   objects   you   see   using   the   target   sentence   'I   

found   a   (size   word)   (object)   e.g.   'I   found   a   huge   stick.’   

http://www.mathseeds.com.au/


Thursday   -   5th   August   

  

  

Morning   -   English   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Reading     
● Independent   Reading   20   mins   
● Use   your   own   book   or   log   in   to   PM   Readers   and   read   one   that   has   been   assigned   to   you.   Draw   a   picture   showing   what   happened   

at   the   beginning,   middle   and   end   of   the   story.   
● Complete   the   assigned    Reading   Eggs    activity   -   “ Royal   Favourites”   

  
Task   2   -   Phonic   
● Today’s   sound   is    ‘ng’ .   (Ring   on   a   finger   ng,   ng,   ng.)    Practise   writing   the   letters   both   as   a   capital   and   a   lowercase.   
● Soundwaves   online   activities:   

● Match   Up   (Pictures   to   Words   2)   
● Unjumbler   

  
Task   3   -   Writing     
● Using   the   picture   prompt.   Ask   your   parents   to   read   the   matching   sentence   and   try   to   write   it.   Don’t   forget   to   

say   the   words   out   loud   and   segment   them   –   writing   all   the   sounds   you   can   hear.   
  

The   ring   is   shiny.   It   is   sparkling.   

FITNESS   BREAK   

Middle   -   Maths   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Number   of   the   Day     
● Make   a   poster   about   the   number    14    .   How   many   different   ways   can   you   represent   the   

number?   Think   about   dice,   ten   frames,numbers,   words.   The   possibilities   are   endless.   Be   
as   creative   as   you   can.     

  
Task   2   -   Mathseeds       www.mathseeds.com.au   

● Complete   20   minutes   of   Mathseeds   

Task   3   -      Sorting   3D   objects   and   explaining   my   reasoning    📷     

● Yesterday   we   classified   3D   objects   according   to   their   properties.   Today   we   will   be   thinking   about   different   ways   we   can   sort   and   
group   our   3D   objects   using   the   following    sentence   stems.     

“I   would   put/    classify___with___because…..”           or                “I   would   not   classify___because___...”     

● Find   a   range   of   3D   objects   in   your   house   and   think   about   different   ways   you   can   sort   them.     

For   example:     
I   would   put   a    cube    and    a   rectangle    together   because    they   both   have   sides,   corners   and   faces.     
I   would   not   put    a   rectangle    with    a   sphere    because    1   has   corners   and   one   does   not.     

LUNCH   BREAK   

Afternoon   -   PD/H/PE   (30mins)   
This   will   be   the   4th   week   that   we   have   been   doing   home   learning.   Learning   from   home   can   be   challenging   and   can   make   us   
feel   sad.     
Make   a   list   of   the   things   that   make   home   learning   challenging   e.g.   not   seeing   friends.   Draw   some   pictures   of   the   things   you   
can   do   to   make   yourself   feel   better.     

http://www.mathseeds.com.au/


Friday   -   6th   August  

  

Morning   -   English   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Reading     
● Independent   Reading   20   mins   
● Use   your   own   book   or   log   in   to   PM   Readers   and   read   one   that   has   been   assigned   to   you.   Draw   a   picture   showing   what   happened   

at   the   beginning,   middle   and   end   of   the   story.   
● Complete   the   assigned    Reading   Eggs    activity   -   “ The   Royal   Message”   

  
Task   2   -   Phonic   
● This   week   we   have   been   learning   the   sounds    k   c    ck.   (Crazy   Kites   k,   k,   k)   

and    ng   (Ring   on   a   finger   ng,   ng,   ng).     
● Soundwaves   online   activities:   

● ck   -    Segmenting   Tool   
● ng   -    Segmenting   Tool     

  
Task   3   -   Writing     

● Using   the   picture   prompt,   write   all   of   the   things   you   can   see   in   the   
picture   that   make   the    ‘ng’    sound.    ( Ring   on   a   finger   ng,   ng,   ng)    
Choose   one   thing   to   write   a   sentence   about.   

FITNESS   BREAK   

Middle   -   Maths   (1hr)   
  

Task   1   -   Number   of   the   Day    📷   
Make   a   poster   about   the   number    15    .   How   many   different   ways   can   you   represent   the   number?   Think   
about   dice,   ten   frames,   numbers,   words.   The   possibilities   are   endless.   Be    as   creative   as   you   can.     

  
Task   2   -   Mathseeds        www.mathseeds.com.au   
Complete   20   minutes   of   Mathseeds  

Task   3   -   Roll,   stack   or   slide?   
● Watch   the   video   below   
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcsUQIxJKjY   
● Look   for   objects   around   your   house   that   are   in   the     

shape   of   a   cube,   cone,   cylinder,   rectangular   prism   and   a   sphere.     
● Experiment   to   see   if   they   roll,   stack   or   slide.     
● Create   a   table   like   the   one   shown,   tick   in   the   roll,   stack   or   slide   box   depending   on   what   

the   object   does.   
  

LUNCH   BREAK   

Afternoon   -   Creative   Arts   (30mins)   
  

Create   a   robot   out   of   recyclable   3D   objects   eg.   a   cereal   box,   a   tissue   box   

http://www.mathseeds.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcsUQIxJKjY

